
Watauga Gun Club 

100 yd Rimfire Competition 
Classes: 
.22 “HEAVY Rifle” Telescopic Sights:  “.22 Scope HEAVY” 
.22 HEAVY Rifle” Aperture Sights:  “.22 Peeps HEAVY” 
.22 Light Rifle Telescopic Sights:  “.22 Scope Light” 
.22Light Rifle “Aperture Sights”:   “.22 Peeps Light” 
.22Light Rifle “Open Sights”:   “.22 Open Sight” 
.22 WMR Telescopic Sights:   “WMR Scope” 
.22 WMR “Open Sights”:   “WMR Open Sight” 
.17 HM2 and .17HMR Telescopic Sights: “.17 Class” 
 
OPEN Rifle: 
Any Rimfire rifle that weighs more than 8-1/2 lbs. 
In the spirit of competition, this class includes heavily modified rifles and Dedicated Target Rifles 
Any action type: single shot, bolt action, semi-auto 
 
Light Rifle: 
Any Rimfire rifle that weighs 8-1/2 lbs or less. 
In the spirit of competition, this is generally limited to sporting/varmint/AR type rifles of moderate cost. 
Simple bedding, trigger, or detailing work is allowed.  Tuners are allowed. 
Any action type: single shot, bolt action, semi-auto 
 
Position: 
From Bench; with any combination of front and/or Rear support, sandbag, etc. 
One Piece sighting rests are not allowed (i.e: “Lead Sleds”) 
 
Ammunition: 
Any  .22 L.R., WMR, .17HM2 or .17HMR ammunition with the exception of “Tracer” ammunition  
 is allowed. 
 
Targets: 
NRA A-25 100 yd Smallbore 3-Bullseye Target 
 
Course of Fire and Scoring: 
7 Minute Sighting Period prior to scoring rounds 
Unlimited sighters on top Bullseye 
10 shots in 10 minutes on each Lower Bullseye for record 
 X –count recorded for score 
In the event of a scoring tie, positions will be determined as follows: 

1. Greatest X-count 
2. Greatest number of “High Value” X-Ring Shots 
3. Highest value of the lowest scoring shot  (i.e: comparison of each shooters lowest value shot) 
4. Lowest number of lowest scoring shots  (i.e: if each shooters lowest value shot is the same, then 

the fewest number of that low value shot) 
5. Smallest group size, or aggregate group size (sum of the sizes of each scoring target group) 

 
(Effective 7/8/2012:  10 shots in 15 minutes increased from 5 Shots in 10 minutes) 
(Effective 11/11/2012: Sighting Period reduced from 10 to 7 minutes, stage time reduced from 15 to 10 
minutes) 
(Effective 2/10/2013: High Value X-Ring Shot clause added to Tie Breaker Determination) 
(Effective 2/10/2013:Ammunition Cost Restriction Eliminated) 
(Effective 2/10/2013: Classes added for “HEAVY Rifle”, Women and Juniors) 


